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Office Protect is an Office 365 add-on designed to increase cyber security. It allows easy implementation of recommended security 
settings, monitoring and reporting, and provides an extra layer of defense against malicious attacks and unintentional breaches. With 
a user-friendly interface and easily-digestible automated reports, Office Protect simplifies security management for users with limited 
time and resources.

• Unusual account deletion 
• Admin privilege abuse
• Email data is extracted to external sources
• Users share company data publicly
• Potential CEO or management identity fraud is detected

• SMBs with between 1 and 250 seats/users
• SMBs that don’t have extra security for Office 365
• SMBs that don’t have an IT security specialist
• SMBs that don’t want to invest in a complicated security 

platform or software
• SMBs that aren’t bound by strict legal compliance regula-

tions or auditing requirements

• Concerns about hackers and malicious activity
• Bad password habits
• Not currently using any additional security solutions beyond 

what’s included with Office 365 out-of-the-box
• Concerns about employees sharing private information
• Monitoring user access and activity in order to avoid unau-

thorized usage and admin abuse

• Unexpected changes are made to security settings
• Office 365 account credentials have been made public
• Unknown actors access accounts
• New user accounts are created without authorization

Office Protect informs users about the following suspicious 
activities and threats:

Target market End-user pain points









Extra security for Office 365
Office Protect allows cloud providers and end-users to deploy best practice security settings across tenants; access 
security settings that are otherwise difficult to find; and simplify security management for Office 365 with minimal 
effort

Monitoring & alerts
Office Protect enables quick detection of security issues and vulnerabilities; visibility on suspicious behavior; and 
customizable alerts for end-users to control how they’re notified and what they’re notified about

Threat mitigation
Office Protect safeguards Office 365 tenants against security breaches caused by human error and malicious attacks;  
enables multi-factor authentication (MFA) to protect against threats caused by stolen credentials; and flags  
suspicious emails using company names & addresses in order to stop potential phishing scams and imposter email

Thorough reporting
Office Protect’s user-friendly reporting capabilities include easy-to-read summary dashboards within the program;  
functionality to export data to .csv or .pdf files; and automated reports so users never miss important alerts or 
notifications
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Protect your business from growing threats:  
About half of sensitive data stored in the cloud is contained in an Office file (McAfee, 2016), and Microsoft Office products are popular 
targets for cyber crime given their prevalence throughout the workplace. At the same time, roughly half of security breaches are in 
some way caused by human error. Office Protect integrates with Office 365 to prevent security incidents caused by malicious attacks, 
human error and insider threats by automatically deploying best practice security settings across Office 365 tenants, monitoring 
suspicious activity and generating automated alerts and reports to keep users informed.

Know what’s happening in the workplace:  
Office Protect gives users visibility over how employees are using and sharing sensitive data stored in Office 365. Additionally, users can 
review vulnerabilities, security incidents and flagged threats in order to take preventative or corrective action.

Prevent data exfiltration:  
Office Protect blocks unauthorized transfers of sensitive information from your organization, whether by an external attacker or inside 
actor, malicious or otherwise. This stops data breaches from happening, keeps customer data protected and helps your business 
maintain compliance with data privacy and protection rules and regulations.

Be proactive:  
With constant monitoring, user-friendly activity dashboards and automated alerts and reporting, Office Protect users don’t have to 
wonder about what’s happening in their environment. Users can address vulnerabilities before they’re exploited, therefore adopting a 
proactive approach to Office 365 security.

Does Office Protect replace Microsoft Office 365’s security features, tools and products?  
No, Office Protect doesn’t replace security features, tools and products provided by Microsoft. Instead, Office Protect raises the baseline 
security of Office 365, making certain security functions easier to find and put in place, making the overall productivity suite more 
secure.

Does Office Protect interfere with Microsoft’s security tools and products or other third-party security products?   
No! Built for MSPs and SMB clients, Office Protect is an easy security management add-on for Office 365. It uses best practice security 
settings including live monitoring and reporting, and does not interact or interfere with additional security measures that users may 
have implemented.

Can I still use Office Protect if I didn’t buy Office 365 tenants from Sherweb?   
Yes! Office Protect queries your tenant and tells Sherweb’s billing platform how many licenses were found assigned to users. It then 
bills you accordingly.

Is there a limit to how many tenants I can manage with Office Protect?  
No! Office Protect can deploy best practice security settings across all of your Office 365 tenants as soon as you get started.

Partner benefits

End-user benefits

FAQs

Easy go-to-market 
 
Office Protect creates opportunities 
for cross-selling with Office 365,  
and 24/7/365 support from Sherweb 
experts makes it easy to start  
reselling 


Deliver long-term value 
 
Office Protect helps raise baseline 
Office 365 security for all clients, 
and helps increase your stickiness 
as clients’ primary managed service 
provider 


Build a managed security services offer 
 
Office Protect enables resellers to 
transition from managed service 
providers (MSPs) to managed 
security service providers (MSSP) 
and cultivate new revenue streams 
within their current client base 
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How Office Protect enhances 
security for Office 365

With 
Office Protect

Without 
Office Protect

Easy management 
& time-saving

Get a template of best practice  
security settings that can be ap-
plied across tenants immediately 

Modify specific settings for all 
tenants in two clicks, saving up 
to 15 minutes per tenant 

Alerts are pre-configured and ready 
to run

Security settings must be applied 
to each new tenant manually 

Settings cannot be applied to 
all tenants (new or otherwise) 
simultaneously 

Alerts must be set up manually 
for all security settings

Visibility

Live monitoring and alerts, 24/7/365 

User-friendly dashboards and re-
ports to easily digest incidents and 
potential threats

No alerts are configured by default
 
Advanced knowledge of Microsoft 
audit logs is required to set up 
alerts

Increase baseline 
security

Best practice security settings are 
deployed automatically 

Address flagged threats with a 
single click

Extra security settings must be 
configured manually to enable 

No central location for addressing 
security threats
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